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Abstract

Diffusion measurements on three copper-containing sulphides have been performed by

an electrochemical potentiometric method. Chalcocite (Cu2S), chalcopyrite (CuFeSj)

and bornite (Cu5FeS4) were synthesised and fully characterised by X-ray diffraction.

The diffusivities were measured on compacted powders yielding both the chemical (D)

and the component (D) diffusion coefficients in the temperature range 5-50°C. The

values found (in cm2/s) were:

chalcocite: D = 38.7exp( ), chalcopyrite: £> = 15.4exp( ) and

4900
bornite: £> = 14.5exp( ).

The diffusion coefficient for chalcocite is in good agreement with values found

previously, and a reasonable agreement is also found for chalcopyrite and bornite when

our data are compared with values acquired at much higher temperatures with a

differnet technique. The activation energies (here on a Kelvin scale) are remarkably

similar for the three sulphides, considering that their relative errors are of a 10%

magnitude, which indicates that the bonding strengths and the diffusion mechanisms are

similar.

The chemical diffusion coefficients, D, which enter the empirical Fick's diffusion laws

that describe concentration changes, are of the order of 10'8 - 10'7 cm2/s at room

temperature. Such values bring the ion mobilities near values found for solid state "fast

ion conductors", used as electrolytes at elevated temperatures.

NEXT PAGE(S) left BLANK.



Introduction

The present study was initiated by the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI). It

presents new experimental data on copper diffusion in binary and ternary copper

sulphides with reference to previous work found in the literature.

The interest in data acquisition on copper diffusivity in such materials stems from the

plans (by the Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Company, SKB, and

principally approved by the government) of devising a permanent repository of nuclear

waste in copper canisters. Partly from the views of independent referee groups from

universities or other bodies, the possibility of copper corrosion in a non-oxidic

environment involving sulphur species came into discussion. This work does not bring

forward any conclusions regarding the quality of the "engineered barrier" but only

presents a data background for possible concern.

Our study contains a scientific background sketch as to the general properties of copper

sulphides in contrast to copper oxides. It furthermore gives information on the

experimental techniques in general and in particular for obtaining copper diffusivity

data. The phases that we have studied are part of the Cu-Fe-S system, chosen as of

particular interest after discussions with Ö.Amcoff who took part in a review on

metallic copper stability from a mineralogical point of view [Amcoff and Holényi,

1992]. We present data on chalcocite, chalcopyrite and bornite, the latter two phases

also containing iron, under the hypothesis that they might form if the very thiophilic

copper reacts with iron-containing sulphide species in the bentonite clay backing in

which the copper canisters will reside.

As will be commented on, our diffusion measurement method made it possible to per-

form measurements in the temperature range appropriate for the repository, 5-80°C.



Diffusion in copper sulphides

Generally, diffusion is a rather slow process in the solid state. However, a literature

search reveals that copper diffuses relatively fast if it resides in a matrix of big,

chemically soft anions, such as the heavy halogens or chalcogens. One reason for this

unusual behaviour of copper (and also other cations with the electron configuration d10,

like Ag* and Zn2*) is most likely the possibility for s-d hybridisation which deforms the

electron cloud and enhances an anharmonic thermal motion.

The system Cu-S is rather complicated, containing many solid phases (Fig. 1). The

presence of copper vacancies creates homogeneity ranges, i.e. the phase can within its

field of stability tolerate deviations in composition from the stoichiometric value. The

vacancies and interstitial sites in the structures may be used for the diffusion of copper,

and various ordering schemes of copper are possible. These factors, including the high

diffusivity, explains the richness in intermediate phases (Tablel) [Massalski, 1986;

Goble, 1985; Mumme et ai, 1988].

Table 1. Copper sulphides, stable and metastable

Stable phases

a-chalcocite

P-chalcocite

Djurleite

Digenite

Anilite

Covelline

Atomic^ sulphur

-33.33

-33.3

33.7-34.1

35.5-36.2

36.36

50

Metastable phases

Protodjureleite

Chalcocite-Q

Low digenite

Roxbyite

Geerite

Yarrowite

Spionkopite

CuS2

Atomic% sulphur

33.7-33.8

33.8

35.84-36.15

35.5-36.5

38.5

-42

-42

66.67
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Fig. 1. Part of the Cu-S phase diagram (from Massalski; cf. Table 1)

Both experiment (X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy/XPS, ESCA) and theory (electron

band calculations) show that the bonding in many copper sulphides is such that electron

conduction is possible, at least for a deviation from strict sloichiometry. This copper

deficiency may be effectuated by oxidation which in many other compounds translates

into the process Cu* -* Cu2* + e". However, in the copper sulphides an electron

redistribution occurs, so it rather means S2' -> S" + e\ Since a bare S' is not a very likely

species, S(-I) must be stabilised by delocalising the electron deficiency (compared to

S2). The "electron holes" are empty antibonding states at the top of the valence band.

Since the top of the VB largely contains S states, the VB holes will carry a broad-band

character. The copper deficient sulphides will therefore yield electron conduction in

addition to the ionic conduction that is always present as explained above. This mixed

conduction has consequences for selecting the best technique for diffusion

measurements using electrochemical methods.



Diffusion concepts

Diffusion is a spontaneous process of mass transport that occurs when a system has

been perturbed from an equilibrium situation. One common misconception, probably

emanating from the empirically obtained Fick's first law of diffusion (see below), is

that the cause of diffusion is a concentration gradient and that diffusion always tends to

eliminate concentration differences. However, there exist cases where diffusion instead

makes the concentration differences increase ("uphill diffusion" [Haasen, 1978]), a

phenomenon that is understandable only from a thermodynamical viewpoint:

The driving force for diffusion is a gradient in the chemical potential (|x) which

Dc
effectuates a flux (<&) of the diffusing species such that <£ = grad\x.

RT

Measuring the flux in mol/s/cm2 yields D, the component diffusion coefficient, in cm2/s

for the concentration (c) of the diffusing species given in mol/cm3. From the general

relationship between the chemical potential and activity (a), [i = \x° +RT\na, we obtain
Dc da ,, .

grad\i = —grad(c) from which, after inserting, we find
a dc

$> = -D grad(c) = -D grad(c). We may identify this with the Fick's first
a dc alnc

law of diffusion, 4> = -Dgrad(c), from which we obtain D = D .
dine

Here, D is the "chemical diffusion coefficient" in contrast to the "component diffusion

coefficient", the connection being the "thermodynamical factor" (sometimes also called

the "Darken factor"), illustrating the influence by other species or different

concentrations.

What is the relevance of writing DorD (both often carrying a subscript denoting what

species is diffusing)? We see their connection through the thermodynamical factor

, . , , . d\aa „ dlnv T . , . , , . r

which we also may rewrite as = 1 + - . It is obvious that this factor reverts to
dine dine

unity if a=c, Le. if the activity factor y= 1, a situation that may actually occur either in a

dilute solution or in a pure compound. Therefore, D is in many respects a more
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practical concept than D, since it describes the change in concentration (and not

chemical potential) in the actual concentration regime. What a specific method actually

measures may be cither of the two.

The diffusion rate is directly coupled to the jumping frequency, being of the order of

1013 Hz. The main temperature dependence (there is in fact a direct proportionality to

temperature and mobility) of diffusion comes from the change in frequency by thermal

activation. The detailed interpretation of the activation energy depends on the diffusion

mechanism. Nevertheless, the ultimate mathematical form of the temperature

f E }
dependence of the diffusion coefficient is D = Do exp — , if we choose to give the

activation energy per mol. One may also choose to incorporate the gas constant and

- - ( É \
become independent of the energy units: D = Doexp\ — - . The activation energy Ea

is now given in units of temperature. The interpretation of the activation energy and the

pre-exponential factor depends on actual mechanism and, hence, their magnitudes may

differ. However, the plotting of inD (or In D) vs. 1/T will in both cases give a linear

relationship from which the essential parameters are derived.

Diffusivity measurements

General

Various methods are commonly used for measurement of the diffusivity in the solid

state. In one method, two pieces of materials are clamped together, the diffusing species

entering one phase from the other that serves as an infinite source of it. In the "thin film

method", a limited amount of the diffusing species is deposited at the end of a bar of the

material to be investigated. The concentration profile is then investigated as function of

the time at constant temperature, yielding D. The process must be repeated at other

temperatures in order to attain the activation energy.

The concentration evolution may be followed by chemical rialysis, by recording the

radioactivity of a tracer that has been introduced or by other similar techniques. In order

11



to determine these changes, they must be of a magnitude large enough for measurement

without too large errors. Thus, a record of the concentration variation as a function of

the penetration depth in the material is generally obtained (within reasonable time to

match the chemical analysis methods) only from high temperature investigations.

In tracer diffusion experiments, a radioactive isotope of the diffusing species is

introduced into the material and the radioactivity is followed. If the isotope A* is put

into the element A, there can be no influence due to concentration effects. However,

DA*=/DA, Le. they differ by a correlation factor f<l that depends on the probabilities

for A* jumping back and fro between the vacancies. On the other hand, if tracer

techniques are used for studying a species diffusing in a matrix of other atoms, a

concentration dependence is probably due and one measures D*.

For small concentration variations (that are imperative to lower temperatures if not the

time is extremely long), more sensitive methods may be applied, for instance

electrochemical techniques. However, these are not single in kind. Three different

categories referring to d.c.-techniques are [Huggins, 1979]: Galvanostatic, potentiostatic

and potentiometric methods. Other electrical methods include a.c. impedance or d.c.

point-contact resistivity measurements.

In electrochemical work, the activity rather than concentration is what is monitored (cf.

the Nernst law). This factor that connects activity with concentration may be evaluated,

. . . . d\na zFx dE
considering that = , where the last factor may be experimentallyB dhc RT dx 3 v 3

determined from coulometric titration data (as discussed below).

In any method measuring the current (or the conductivity) one must realise that only the

ionic current defines the mass transport and thus the diffusivity. Materials that also have

electronic conduction must, accordingly, be treated with techniques that separate the

contributions or that reflect only the mass transport. For instance, the high-temperature

form of chalcocite (stable in the range 110-470°C) was found to have electronic and

ionic conductivities of almost equal magnitudes (0.16 respectively 0.20 Q cm ) at

400°C [Hirahara, 1951].

12



Set-up of diffusivity measurements and previous data

The choice of substances for diffusivity measurements was decided after discussions

with Dr. Ö.Amcoff who together with K.Holényi made a study of the theoretical basis

for copper iron sulphide formation [Amcoff and Holenyi, 1992]. That review did not

contain any kinetic aspects. Many electrochemical methods for determining the

diffusion rates use a solid state electrolyte (for instance Cul) that is active only above

~300°C. Thus, such a technique is not at all applicable for studying phases that are no

longer stable in that temperature regime. The hi^h temperature regime is applicable also

for tracer experiments in order to obtain a reasonable profile for slicing the specimen

and recording the total radioactivity.

Therefore, the copper diffusivity data retrieved from the literature mostly cover high

temperature situations. The data may have been recorded by various techniques which,

however, is not a drawback but rather may help in validating the data. Since different

techniques normally do not carry the same systematic errors, the acquisition of similar

data is a sign that they carry errors of the same magnitude. A survey of diffusion data is

given in Table 2.

In order to circumvent the problems with mixed conduction as sketched above, we have

chosen a potentiometric technique which only records the effects of mass transport (=

diffusion in the material) and is not influenced by the electronic conduction. With this

technique, using a liquid electrolyte, we are able to measure the diffusivities in the

temperature range 5-80°C, a temperature regime that is appropriate for the phases that

may eventually be found when copper comes in contact with an environment containing

iron and sulphide species. We recently performed measurements on low digenite, a

metas table phase found at room temperature [Bucur and Berger, 1994].

13



Table 2. Diffiisivity data

Copper sulphide

a-Chalcocite

a-Chalcocite

Cu, ̂ S (a-Chalcocite)

CUj ̂ S (a-Chalcocite)

Cu, ^ S (a-Chalcocite)

Low digenite

Low digenite

Cu, 957S (Djurleite)

Cu1993S (Djurleite)

Chalcopyrite*

Bornitea

of copper found in the literature.

Ä93 (cnT/s)

2-10"9-2-10'7

1.5-10'6

1.0-10"6

1.3-10"8

1.3-10"8

3-10"7

2.4-10"10

^293 (cni7s)

1.610"

2.0-10"10

5.6-10"12

3.3-10"

7.7-10"

E4(oV)

0.51

0.4-0.5

0.45

0.45(0.05)

0.45(0.05)

0.53(0.05)

0.47(0.01)

0.32(0.02)

0.47

0.39

Ret.

Etienne, 1970

Allen & Buhks,

1984

Rickert etal.,

1982

Tinter &

Wtemhöfer,

1983

Tinter &

Wiemhöfer,

1983

Etienne, 1970

Bucur & Berger,

1994

Tinter &

Wiemhöfer,

1983

Florio, 1982

Samal &

Gilevitch, 1978

Samal &

Gilevitch, 1978

^High-temperature study
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Experimental work

Syntheses and X-ray diffraction characterisation

Chalcocite (Cu2S):

Copper sponge (99.99%) was etched with cone, hydrochloric acid and rinsed with water

and acetone. Sulphur (99.999%) and copper were weighed in corresponding to the Cu2S

stoichiometry and transferred to a Pyrex-glass tube as powder compacts and sponge,

respectively. The tube was evacuated and sealed, and the sample was heated in a

temperature programmable furnace. First the temperature was slowly raised to 400°C

(200°C/h.) after which that temperature was kept for 50 hrs. In the next step, the sample

cooled slowly to 105°C and was held there for 5 more days. The sample kept the

original form of the metal sponge which, however, changed its colour to bluish grey. It

ground easily to a powder that according to the X-ray diffraction was single phase

chalcocite.

Chalcopvrite (CuFeSJ:

As a first synthesis step pyrite (FeSj) was made from the reaction between iron powder

(etched in HC1) and sulphur by heating a mixture of them in a glass tube following the

same scheme as for the chalcocite. Another pyrite sample was first heated to 500°C,

after which the temperature was decreased in steps, first to 400°C and finally to 200°C

during a period of 3 days. Both syntheses yielded greenish powders, identified by X-

rays as single-phase pyrite. In a second synthesis step pyrite was mixed with the same

molar amount of etched copper powder and heated (glass tube) as compacted pills at

400°C for one day and night. As a result, the dense powder compacts had changed into

a dark green powder. The difference in density between the product (single phase

chalcopyrite) and pyrite is as large as 16.5%, explaining the volume increase.

15



Bornite (C

Powders of chalcocite, pyrite and copper were mixed in the molar ratios 2:1:1 for

attaining the correct stoichiometry. The mixture was heated in an evacuated silica tube,

first at 700°C (2d.) and after cooling (100°C/h) further at 400°C (1 d.). At first the

sample was yellow green but after one hour it had darkened somewhat. According to

the X-ray analysis, the powder yielded diffraction lines that were interpreted on a cubic

pattern (a= 10.97A) corresponding to a metastable form. The powder became dark

violet after one day, suggesting some chemical change, but the diffraction pattern

pertained. The violet powder was now compacted and heat-treated according to the

scheme 350°C -+ 150°C (100°C/h). The sample was kept at the lower temperature for

another day and night on which it changed its colour to "metallic red". Additional lines

were found compared to its original diffraction pattern, but the whole pattern could now

be indexed on the superstructure (orthorhombic) corresponding to the ordered room-

temperature stable form. For the final treatment as electrode material, the compact was

ground, recompacted and heated again at 150°C for a couple of days. A polished

surface of the electrode was reddish with a metallic greenish colour in reflection, but

the surface tarnished into a dark violet colour on standing, a behaviour typical to

bornite.

Table 3. Crystallographic data for the sulphides investigated. Literature data from [JCPDS].

Phase/Crystal form

Chalcocite (Monoclinic)

Chalcopyrite (Tetragonal)

Bornite (Orthorhombic)

Cell dimensions {expjj

a= 15.2183(8) Å

b= 11.8971(7) Å

c= 13.4936(8) Å

0= 116.205(3)°

a= 5.2896(2) Å

c= 10.4288(9) Å

a= 10.9435(7) Å

b= 21.931(3) Å

(refined with two parameters)

literature data

a= 15.235(3) Å

b = l 1.885(2) Å

c= 13.496(2) Å

P- 116.26(1)°

a= 5.2893(5) Å

c= 10.423(4) Å

a= 10.948(1) Å

b= 21.896 (9) Å

C = a (pscudotetragonal)

FHenr,

33-490

37-0471

42-1405
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Electrode preparation

At the electrochemical invej/igation the sample itself serves as the so-called working

electrode in the circuit. While connected to the counter and reference electrodes (for

current and voltage control, respectively), only its surface must De exposed to the

electrolyte solution. It must rotate in order to avoid concentration polarisation at the

interface between the electrode and solution (Fig. 2.).

Contact to the circuit is effectuated through fixing the specimen to the end of a copper

cylinder to be attached to a stirrer. The cylinder is isolated from the solution by

encasing the device in plastics. After grinding and polishing the end where the

specimen is attached, only the latter is exposed to the solution.

We have tried different ways of making suitable electrodes by trial-and-error from the

first prototype. One simple way of bringing the sample in electrical contact with the

cylinder (and thus the stirrer axis and the rest of the circuit) is to glue with silver paste.

Fig. 2. Sketch of the three-electrode assembly with a compartment containing a counter

(C), a working (W) and a reference electrode(R). The electrolyte is thermostatted by

water running through a glass coil.

17



However, experience from the literature announces a warning, for silver may also

diffuse easily in a sulphide matrix. Observing severe corrosion at the end of the cylinder

(inside the plastics, no electrolyte present), we found that copper could also migrate

through the silver paste from the cylinder underneath. Since our method resides on the

controlled electrochemical change of copper through interchange with the solution only,

any other copper source (as the cylinder) introduces errors in the measurements that

must be avoided. A connection allowing electron transport without mass transport at the

same time had to be devised.

At our investigation on digenite [Bucur & Berger, 1994] we used tin as a contact

material and efficient diffusion barrier. However, some problems were later

encountered with this technique so that in some cases corrosion on the tin inside the

plastics was observed. Therefore, the final mounting technique includes the insertion of

a 0.1 mm gold foil between the sample powder compact and the cylinder, now of brass

for improved machining properties. The compact is clamped with this foil in a dimple

at the end of the cylinder. Thereby good electrical contact and efficient diffusion

insulation is ensured (Fig 3).

Side view
Sulphide sample Gold foil

Clamping
mechanism

Screw thread
(to stirrer axis)

Brass cylinder

Gold foil

7<i/) view

Fig. 3. Details of the working electrode construction
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The potentiometric method and calculation practice

We used a three-electrode cell consisting of Cuaiu, Curef | Cu2+(aq)| Cuw attached in a

computer-assisted assembly. The left part of the cell consists of an auxiliary ("counter")

and a reference electrode, both being paraffinated copper wires except for their ends

sticking deep into the solution. The paraffin coating insulates the wire chemically, in

particular at the meniscus where otherwise oxygen interferes immensely by extensive

exchange. (We noted spontaneous copper oxide formation.) The so-called working

electrode (Cuw) is the sulphide sample, mounted as already discussed and described, and

kept at a constant controllable rotation speed.

The aqueous electrolyte was either (see Fig. 5, Appendix) a neutral copper/potassium

nitrate or an acidified copper sulphate solution which was thermostatted to within ±0.1

K. The copper concentration change due to water evaporation is not detrimental in this

set-up, since we measure against a copper reference, the potential difference reflecting

the activity difference between sample and reference only.

The potentiometric method is a variant of the "thin film method" and works as follows:

After the application of a short current pulse (through the circuit containing Cuaux and

Cuw) the working electrode will have changed its copper concentration at its electrolyte

interface, copper having been dissolved into the solution or deposited from it. Thereby,

the homogeneity of the sulphide phase is slightly perturbed and there is a driving force

for diffusion through the induced difference in chemical potential between the interface

and the bulk. Thus, a diffusion process is started spontaneously to even out this

difference. In contrast to conventional thin-film methods, we do not record the whole

concentration profile as a function of penetration depth. We only analyse how the

copper concentration (in the form of the activity) at the electrode interface changes with

time for obtaining the diffusivity parameters.

We emphasise that we monitor the cell's open-circuit potential with time, which only

involves the activity change owing to the mass transport (which occurs also if we

remove the sample from the solution...). Any method involving electrical current

through the sample while recording would have to adjust for the electronic part. The
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change in copper concentration at the surface is very small through this pulse, and the

total change in voltage is only of the order of 10 mV. In order to obtain a better

resolution of the data, we compensated the initial cell voltage potentiometrically before

the pulse, monitoring the potential change after the pulse (through reading the potential

difference 100 times per second but yielding 1 averaged value per second).

The change in cell voltage relative its initial value, AE, is connected to other parameters

through the relation:

AE= mV^ = St~m (Eq.

Here, Q is the applied charge intensity (= It) from the galvanostatic pulse with the

current I and the duration x. Vm is the molar volume of the sulphide, F is the Faraday

constant, A is the working-electrode area, D is the chemical diffusion coefficient, / is

the time for the potential relaxation and m is the derivative of the potential vs.

composition, dE/dx( proportional to AE/AQ for small charges). In our experiments z=

2, from Cu + <=> Cu°. The symbol S stands for the slope when the potential data are

presented vs. t'm.

Depending on the homogeneity range of the phase studied, a given current pulse may

lead to a composition overshoot so that the neighbouring two-phase field is entered at

the surface. Even so, relaxation brings the material back within the single-phase domain

after a certain time which depends on the material and the charge intensity. Eq. 1

connecting AE and t is valid only within a single-phase field, Le. only after some certain

- however unknown - time lapse after the pulse. Therefore, a proper time origin must

be established by discarding some data points from the beginning of the recording. This

is done with a trial-and-error method. If E vs. composition data have been established

for the phase (sometimes found in the literature), an upper limit in | AE | for the phase

stability is available for the first rough data screening. Linearity over a large range in f
112 is found only for the correct choice of parameters. Data points at the tail will also

have to be discarded since they, as the values approach zero, will carry a greater relative

error. This data processing does not change the value of the slope but influences the

precision in its determination.
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In establishing the data, rather many perturbing current pulses must be applied before

the measurements are complete. Therefore, it is important that all these charge pulses

have not altered the composition in the process. Such a drift is avoided completely by

changing the current direction between pulses of equal magnitude. Moreover, since 5

scales directly with Q in the S vs. tm relationship, a change in polarity conserves the

magnitude of Q and only the sign of the slope should change. Therefore, checks are

built in whether the diffusion process is reversible and, vice versa, non-reversibility

here is a sign that the data obtained are not trustworthy and must be discarded. In some

cases, reversibility is reobtained when decreasing the magnitude of the perturbation.

When analysing the AE vs. tia relationship quantitatively, data on the electrode surface

area and the molar volume are needed. The remaining quantity for evaluating the

diffusion coefficient is ms dE/dx (temperature dependent) which is obtained by

coulometric titration at a single temperature: For small changes in concentration, m is

proportional to T. Therefore, we determined m at a reference temperature (Tref= 298K)

and scaled it to any other temperature according to mT = mref •

In determining m^, the open-circuit (OC) potential is recorded and a charge intensity is

applied, large enough to change the composition significantly. After a long-term

relaxation (days) the OC potential is again recorded. This gives AE and AQ. For small

changes, m is approximated by AE/Ax which we relate to AE/AQ through the relation

zFv AE T zFAgL AE T _ „.
m = = 2 (Eq. 2)

Vm AQ TKf Vm AQ Trtf

taking care of the temperature dependence of m. The sample volume, v, may be

expressed as the product of the thickness (L) times the geometrical area (Ag) of the

electrode's active surface. In an alternative method of determination, a very small

current (of the order of jxA:s) is applied for some days while the potential is recorded.

After an initial state of polarisation, a steady state is attained so that the potential

(including a small constant overpotential) is linear with time. The slope of E vs. t will

now yield dE/dQ and thus m. Both methods have been used and found to give

consistent values.
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Recalling that

(== Srm (Eq.

we may perform some substitution! in the formula, eventually obtaining

3 )
A AÖ Tnf Jfrt / AQ

Rearranging and squaring, we find that

( E q . 4 )

The factor/= A/Ag, is the ratio between the true active electrode area and that obtained

from geometry only. Following what seems to be common practice (because a

determination of the true surface is extremely difficult), we used f= 1 in our

calculations.

The factor m also enters the expression for the thermo dynamical factor

d]na _ zFxm
d)nc~ RT

(Eq. 5)

that is used for converting D to D (Component diffusion coefficient). Here, x is the

number of moles of copper per mole sulphide (thus equal to 2, 1 and 5 for chalcocite,

chalcopyrite and bornite, respectively).

Finally, the total temperature dependence (not only the direct proportionality in the m-

factor) was established by performing the experiments at different temperatures. We

have operated in a temperature regime limited by the water medium of the electrolyte,

relying on the generally accepted validity of diffusion as a thermally activated process

- ( E
following an Arrhenius relation, D = D0 exp — -RT
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Data collection and results

The raw AE vs. t for the three phases studied were all of the same principal form. The

only difference lies in the AE window available within the homogeneity range. Data

transformation to the corresponding AE vs. fm relationship yielded excellent linearity as

expressed by r-indices, r>0.999. Data collection details are given in the Appendix, both

in tabular form and as AE vs. t curves (Figure 5abc) and the transformed AE vs. t 'm

relationships (Figure 6abc).

According to Eq. 1 or 3, S should be proportional to the charge intensity (Q) including

the sign of the current if the temperature is held constant. The relationship was tested

(for each substance) using different currents and time. Plots of S vs. IQ | for cathodic

and anodic currents separately gave straight lines that differ only as regards the sign of

the slope - within 8% in the worst case (Appendix, Fig 7abc). QT/S is thus constant

(for not too large charge intensities) at constant temperature.

For other temperatures, we took advantage of the reversibility and used the average of a

charging and discharging process for determining the QT/S constant. The chemical

diffusion coefficient was evaluated from the formula

The factor m= dE/dx enters twice into the calculations and had to be experimentally

determined (Eq. 2). Fig 8abc (Appendix) shows the results of the dynamic method (i.e.

determining dE/dQ from a galvanostatic long-term experiment) for determining m. Data

for bornite were obtained both in charging and discharging mode. Although the

activation energies for the two processes seem to be different, the magnitudes of the

slope are the same. Since extraction might also bring some contribution from iron in the

sulphides, we chose to consider the reduction mode only. The slope after attaining a

steady-state is taken as the value for dE/dQ. See further Table 4.
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Table 4. The thermodynamic factor and the basis experimental data for evaluating it

Sample

Chalcocite

Chalcopyrite

Bornite

v (cm3)

0.0235

0.0605

0.0293

27.49

43.90

98.67

L(cm)

0.112

0.285

0.141

— (V/O
dQ

0.165

0.104

0.069

dE

dx

27.3

27.7

3.95

din a

d In c .:

4250

6500

1500

The temperature dependence data are collected in the Appendix.

In treating the linear regression of the Arrhenius relation, In D = In Do - °/j, where E,

is the activation energy of the diffusion process on a temperature scale, we ignored

(according to common practice) the fact that the high-temperature data points were

determined with a slightly less precision in order to match our results with those found

in the literature. Fig.4 shows the Arrhenius relationships found for the three sulphide

phases.
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Fig. 4. Plots cflogD vs. 1 IT for evaluating the activation energies
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Summary and conclusions

Taking all experimental data into account we have established the diffusivity of copper,

as expressed by the diffusion coefficients (in cm2/s), for the three phases as follows:

5600
chalcocite: D = 38.7 exp( ); chalcopyrite: Z) = 15.4exp( );

4900
bornite: £> = 14.5exp( );

Table 5. Results of the diffusivity measurements.

Copper sulphide

a-Chalcocite

Chalcopyrite

Bornite

4,3 (cm7s)

1.93-10"7

1.97-10"8

7.91-10"7

Dm (cm7s)

4.6-10"

3.0-1012

5.3-10-10

E, (kcal/mol)

11(1)

11.9(0.2)

9.8(0.5)

Ea(kJ/moi)

46(5)

50(1)

41(2)

A (eV)

0.48(0.05)

0.52(0.01)

0.43(0.02)

Some comparisons with other data can now be made (cf. Table 2):

1) Chalcocite. concerning m, D andD:

One of the constants to be experimentally determined is m= dE/dx. We found m= 27V

that compares extremely well with 25V obtained by Mathieu and Rickert (1972). Our

value for D at 20°C is 1.9-10'7 cmVs, to be compared with values 1.3-10"8 - 1.0-10'6

cm2/s in the composition range Cu i mS - Cu1W9S [Tinter & Wiemhöfer, 1983].

Furthermore, we found a pre-exponential factor (Do) of 39 cm2/s, to be compared with

30 cmVs by Allen and Buhks (1984).

The thermodynamic factor is known to change very steeply near the strict stoichiometry

of a compound. Our value (Table 4) falls in the range 2300-5000 found on going from

CuI996S to Cu19WS [Mathieu & Rickert, 1972]. Our value for the component diffusion

coefficient (£)) at 20°C is 4.5-1011 cm2/s which, as well as the activation energy,
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compare well with what was previously determined (Table 2), considering also that

there is a large span in diffusivity over an extremely narrow range of composition.

2) For chalcopvrite and bornite no room temperature data exist, but Samal & Gilevitch

(1978) used radioactive tracers in the range 350-7l0°C. At those temperatures, the

ordered bornite structure is no longer stable. However, if we assume that the activation

energy does not depend too strongly on the ordering, as is found when comparing the

two forms (a and |3) of chalcocite, their values may still be valid to some extent. We

find that their activation energies of 0.47 and 0.39 eV from measurements at high

temperatures compare very well with our estimations, 0.52 and 0.43 eV, for

chalcopyrite and bornite, respectively.

The discrepancies we note from Samal & Gilevitch (1978) lie in the magnitude of the

pre-exponential factor, bringing component diffusion coefficients (if we assume that the

solution of radioactive copper is ideal), when "improperly extrapolated" to 25°C, to

1.7-10"12 cm2/s (chalcopyrite) and 2.2-10'" cm2/s (bornite). Our values are 4.2-10'12 cm2/s

and 7.0-1010 cm2/s, respectively. The largest discrepancy, by a factor of 32 found for

bornite, is not too bad considering the questionable validity of extrapolating the

diffusion coefficients from high temperatures, neglecting phase changes. Since we have

used the same method for all the phases and the chalcocite data are in very good

agreement with previously found values from different sources, we conclude that the

systematic errors should be of the same order in all our experiments and not too

disturbing.

When using and discussing diffusion rates for practical purposes, the most relevant

quantity is D, since it is directly related to concentration change within a fixed range.

Scientists often rather prefer the component diffusion coefficient (D) which is

comparable to the coefficient tabulated for species diffusing in solution, "diffusivity at

infinite dilution", Dm. Estimations of the diffusion rates in liquids may be performed

through the coupling with conductivity measurements (Nernst-Einstein relation) or with

viscosity measurements (Stokes-Einstein relation) (Atkins, 1986). In water, typical

values for £>„ of ionic species are of the order of 10"5 cm2/s.
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We have determined both D and D in the solid state for three copper sulphides in a

temperature range near ambient, not commonly accessible for such measurements, and

find that our measuring methud competes well with other more sophisticated means for

acquiring diffusion data. We further conclude that the activation energies are very

similar for all these sulphides, indicating similar bonding strengths and mechanisms of

diffusion. The values obtained for the diffusion coefficients are similar to those found

for mass transport in solid fast ion conductors (used as solid state electrolytes) although

the sulphides carry a substantial electronic conduction as well.
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APPENDIX (Data collection details)

1. Testing the model for linearity in charge intensity

a) ChalcociteCThe data are

I(mA)

0.999

0.999

0.999

0.446

0.446

0.446

0.446

t(s)

1.00

1.00

2.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

2.00

| 01 (mC

0.999

0.999

1.998

0.446

0.446

0.446

0.892

given in graphical

:) Sat (mVs1/J)

-24.22

-53.18

-10.85

-10.15

-19.70

form in Figure 7a):

S.n (mVs1»

23.05

22.14

9.35

10.21

9.29

20.40

) |S JmVsm)

23.05

23.8(1.5)

53.18

10.1(1.1)

10.21

9.72(0.6)

20.1(0.4)

Average:

QT/StKs^Q-1)

12.9

12.5(0.8)

(11.2)

13.2(1.4)

13.0

13.7(0.8)

13.2(0.3)

13.1(0.4)

b) Chalcopyrite (The data are given in graphical form in Figure 7b):

I (mA) t (s) | Q | (mQ S,., (rnVs"2) S,

0.054 1.00 0.054 -3.98 4.71

8.8250.054

0.054

0.054

After

0.054

0.054

2.00

2.00

3.00

ageing:

2.00

20.00

0.108

0.108

0.162

0.108

1.080

-8.325

-8.587

-12.10

-10.69

-112

12.569

10.90

|S|.v(raVs1/2)

4.34(0.5) 3.71(0.42)

8.58(0.23) 3.75(0.10)

8.587

112

Average:

3.75

12.34(0.33) 3.91(0.10)

Average: 3.78(0.09)

10.80(0.15) 2.98(0.04)

2.87

2.93(0.08)
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c) Bornite (The data are given in graphical form in Figure 7c):

I (mA) t (s) | Q | (mC) Sci( (mVs"2) Sn (mVs"2) | S | lv(mVsUI) QT/S(KsinQ-1)

0.500 1.00 0.500

0.500 3.00 1.500

0.500 3.00 1.500

0.500 3.00 1.500

0.500 6.00 3.000

Average: 50.1(2.5)

-3.27

-8.58

-9.35

-17.62

3.073

8.25

9.05

8.58

18.46

3.17(0.14)

8.42(0.24)

9.20(0.21)

8.58

18.04C0.59)

47.0(2.1)

53.1(1.5)

48.6(1.1)

52.1

49.6(1.6)
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2. Data from different temperatures (cf. Figs. 6abc, line nrs.)

a) Chalcocite (| Q | = 0.892 mC; D= 1.23-109(OT/S):):

Line# T(K) j Sjvc | (mVs1/2) QT/S^Ks"2^1) £.i07(cm7s) In 3/(cm2/s)

1 279.36 31.1(1.3) 8.01(0.34) 0.79(0.02) -16.354(0.025)

2 285.16 26.9(1.2) 9.46(0.46) 1.10(0.02) -16.023(0.018)

3 298.16 13.1(0.29) 2.11(0.02) -15.371(0.009)

4 308.16 14.9(1.1) 18.5(1.4) 4.19(0.16) -14.686(0.038)

5 315.26 10.6(1.4) 26.5(3.5) 8.66(0.57) -13.960(0.066)

b) Chalcopyrite ( | Q | = 0.108 mC; D= 3.15-109(QT/S)2):

Line# T(K) \Sj(mVsin) QT/S . JKW) D-101 (cm^/s) \nbj(cm2ls)

1 278.2 20.17(0.27) 1.49(0.02) 0.0698 -18.781

2 284.4 17.28(0.33) 1.78(0.03) 0.0993 -18.427

3 290.5 13.52(0.07) 2.32(0.01) 0.169 -17.893

4 298.2 10.80(0.15) 2.98(0.04) 0.280 -17.392

5 307.7 8.13(0.30) 4.09(0.15) 0.526 -16.762

319.2 5.89(0.52) 5.85(0.52) 1.077 -16.044

c) Bornite (| Q j = 1.50 mC; D= 3.3910I0(QT/S)2):

Line# T(K) J Slve | (mVs"2) QT/S^Ks^Q1) D-107(cm2/s) In Dl(cm21s)

1 276.7 15.66(0.67) 26.50(1.13) 2.38 -15.251

2 283.5 13.55(0.48) 31.38(1.11) 3.34 -14.913

3 289.2 10.49(0.42) 41.35(1.65) 5.79 -14.361

4 298.2 8.93(0.45) 50.09(2.5) 8.51 -13.977

5 309.2 6.72(0.08) 69.01(0.82) 10.14 -13.337

6 321.7 5.29(0.36) 91.2(6.2) 28.2 -12.779
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CHALCOOTE
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0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
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Fig.5.a.b.c. Raw potential shift data obtained at constant temperatures for (top to

bottom) chalcocite (a), chalcopyrite (b) and bornite (c). Please note the difference in

electrolyte solution.
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Fig.ö.a.b.c. Transformed potential shift data from Fig. 5.
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Fig.7.a.b.c. Tests of the S vs. Q linear relationships at 298 K for (from top to bottom)

chalcocite (a), chalcopyrite (b) and bornite(c).
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Fig.8. Experimental determination ofdE/dQfor evaluating dE/dx.
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